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Outline
•

My Perspective: US trained lawyer with extensive experience with SEPs primarily from
the owner’s perspective but I also have much experience (and clients) on the implementer
side. My, more famous experiences include Nokia (managing the Qualcomm and Nokia
litigations), and Vringo (ZTE litigations). Kidon IP is a consultancy that focuses on IP
monetization including assisting SEP owners in maximizing the value of their assets
through licensing, litigation or other deal-making.

•

Kidon IP Blog: Many of the topics raised in this presentation are discussed in depth on my
blog (subscribe here).

•

Summary: My talk will focus on the Business Review Letter issued by the US Department
of Justice in July 2020 about Avanci’s business practices; first reviewing background and
context, and then discussing the BRL itself. The letter, in addition to citing my work on
negative letters of assurance, is a useful prism through which to discuss the changing SEP
landscape in the US. The letter addresses, among other items:
• Patent counting and essentiality reviews; the efficiency of patent pools; royalty rate
calculations; confidential information in licensing; end-product licensing; have made
rights; exhaustion; litigation remedies; and standard development organization (SDO)
governance.
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Avanci BRL as a Prism (1/4)
• What: Counsel for Avanci asked the US Department of Justice to issue a business review letter
(BRL) regarding its proposed 5G connected car patent pool. Avanci’s members account for between
50% to 2/3 of all LTE and 75% of 3G SEPs. At the request of the car manufacturers Avanci was
created 2016 to offer a simple, one stop license for wireless SEPs. Avanci’s rates are premised on a
flat fee ($15/car), by standard, to be assessed against the end-product. Avanci requested a BRL in
light of implementer advocacy like that at the IEEE, lobbying for compulsory component level
licensing.
• The Context: In 2014 IEEE-SA (IEEE’s standard association), flagship standard IEEE 802.11 (a/k/a
Wi-Fi), proposed the following changes to its patent policies:
• must offer to license those patents to all applicants requesting licenses, and cannot pick and
choose among licensees,
• may not seek, or threaten to seek, injunctions against potential licensees who are willing to
negotiate for licenses,
• may insist that licensees offer them reciprocal licenses under their own patents,
• may arbitrate disputes over FRAND terms,
• may charge a reasonable royalty that is based, among other things, on the value that the
patented technology contributes to the smallest salable component of the overall product, and
• should ensure that subsequent purchasers of these patents agree to abide by the same
commitments.
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Avanci BRL as a Prism (2/4)
• The Fallout: Immediately concerns were raised by major stakeholders about the proposed rule
changes:
• In a Novembers 2014 resolution, IEEE-USA expressed detailed written concerns about the
proposed new policy. Other wrote letters expressing “serious concerns” about the new policy
discussed here in more detail. One major concern noted that the the new policy’s
encouragement of China’s industrial policy efforts to help its less-innovative industries against
more innovative U.S. and European ones.
• From January 2016 to the end of June 2019, 77% (!) of Wi-Fi Letters of Asurance have been
negative (including eight recent negative LoA from Huawei).
• After the change, the IEEE began conducting many policy meetings behind closed doors and in
a way to stifle dissent (discussed here) as well as engaging in aggressive advocacy of for new
policy overseas, especially in Asian jurisdictions, alleging US Government support for the new
IEEE-SA policy and encouraging enforcement against U.S. patent holders. A May 2016 press
release and picture by China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), depicts
IEEE-SA officials “explaining” U.S. antitrust and DOJ positions to NDRC officials.
• SEPs Polluted by Politics: The debate and lobbying efforts associated with the IEEE policy changes
show how much of the decision was political and how much money is being thrown at lobbying
regulators (lobbying discussed at length here; politics here).
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Avanci BRL as a Prism (3/4)
Renewed DoJ Scrutiny: The changes to the IEEE policy occurred in the waning days of the Obama
administration. In the Trump administration (2018) the IEEE came under DoJ scrutiny. In September
2020, the DoJ took the extraordinary step and issued a supplemental BRL to IEEE noting that changes
have:
• “dampened enthusiasm for the IEEE process”,
• Resulted in a significant increase in negative Letters of Assurance (LoAs)
• Resulted in ANSI declining to approve IEEE-802.11ah and 802.11ai as American National Standards
(ANSs) (see page 9).
Potential Threat: The BRL noted that IEEE was actively misrepresenting what the 2015 DoJ letter said.
Finally, the BRL closed with a veiled threat to investigate, at least under civil (as opposed to criminal)
law, claims that implementers were colluding to impose in an SDO “anti-competitive policies or rules that
favor their interests to the detriment of others” (p11)
Where will Biden’s DoJ and FTC Go? Hard to say, the focus now seems to have shifted from SEPs to
Big Tech’s market dominance and merger practices; Amazon’s monopsony; and privacy issues. Recall,
Apple and Google are strongest advocates for the implementer position. Biden has even nominated a
fierce opponent of Big Tech to a key DoJ position.
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Avanci BRL as a Prism (4/4)
• Continued Resistance? Despite the risks, or perhaps because of anticipated reversion under Biden,
it appears that the IEEE staff is still tying to conceal negative LOAs from ANSI’s accreditation and
approval body.
• In 4Q20 in ANSI’s weekly publication announced ANSI’s decision to reaccredit IEEE under its
revised policies that include a questionable March 2020 IEEE Annex containing Procedural
Requirements for the Submittal of IEEE Standards to ANSI for Approval as ANSs (page 34).
• This Annex is nowhere to be found on the ANSI or IEEE websites, but I got my hands on a copy
of it. In seeking ANS approval, IEEE would only need to submit negative LOAs to ANSI if the
specific patents listed on it are “explicitly stated in the proposed [IEEE standard]” This never
occurs since technical standards never recite SEP numbers.
• This hidden agreement that allows IEEE (and IEEE alone) to conceal from ANSI (a) disclosure of
patent(s) that may be essential for the standard and (b) the fact that the patent owner expressly
declines to provide a F/RAND assurance under the IEEE patent policy, and thus obtain ANS
approval for IEEE standards that fail to meet the ANSI Essential Requirements. A far cry from
IEEE’s 2006 and 2015 letters to DOJ supposedly seeking to increase “clarity.”
• Possible Change? The IEEE disclosed that its Board of Governors directed the IEEE SA to review
and consider “removal or revision” of both of the he non-mandatory factors in the definition of
“reasonable rate” and provisions pertaining in prohibitive orders from the 2015 revisions to its patent
policy.
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The Contents of the Avanci BRL (1/4)
• General Observations: First, it is very practical in nature and generally avoids the temptation of a
purist approach that prevents the market from functioning, despite advocacy from strategic infringers
who wanted it to do just that. (Economists are not always practical, e.g., a dynamic royalty rates.)
• Middle Path: It speaks about both hold-up and hold-out; it makes a reference to the theoretical
problem of royalty stacking; and weighs the interests of both licensors and licensees. For example, it
notes the high value of aggregation of SEP (into pools) to vehicle manufacturers (p9) and at the same
time notes the benefits of a “one stop shop” to both licensee and licensors (p18).
• It is worth noting that the BRL has the benefit of recent evidence on royalty load, including
testimony from Apple:
Implementer Advocacy

Implementer Testimony under Oath

Ann Armstrong (Intel), Joseph J. Mueller, and Timothy D.
Syrett (WilmerHale, outside Counsel to Intel & Apple), THE
SMARTPHONE ROYALTY STACK: SURVEYING ROYALTY DEMANDS
FOR THE COMPONENTS WITHIN MODERN SMARTPHONES (2014)
Authors with “years of experience studying such costs”
estimate patent royalties “stack” on a $400 ASP smartphone
at $120-150 (= 30% -37.5%)
* “Stack” estimate for more expensive phone not provided

FTC v. Qualcomm (N. Dist. of Cal.) (May 21, 2019)
Jeff Williams (Apple COO) testified: Apple negotiated a royalty rate with
Qualcomm of $7.50 per handset (p. 85) which is “more than everybody
else put together” (p. 174)
→ The patent royalties “stack” on a > $700 ASP* Apple smartphone is
less than $15 ( = approximately 2%)
→ Less than a tenth (!) than the stack described in Apple advocacy
* See IDC Worldwide Mobile Phone Tracker
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The Contents of the Avanci BRL (2/4)
• Essentiality Logistics: The BRL recognizes the impracticality of Avanci commissioning essentiality
checks on all patents that are part of the program which amount to more than 30,000 patents. (p15)
It is worth contrasting this with recent EC efforts to develop processes (through AI and other means)
to perform essentiality studies for all patents and pass the cost to the SEP owners.
• Context: Unwired Planet technical expert spent 7 hrs/patent for 5G (3/2021) & 11 hrs/patent for
4G (12/2019) evaluating essentiality while others (e.g., TCL v. Ericsson) used <1 hour/patent.
• The question of essential patents, patent counting, and over-declaration SEPs even mentioned
as a reason for the US’ lag behind China in National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence Final Report.
• Comparable Licenses Preferred: In addition to the typical 3d party evaluation of essentiality, the
BRL advocated the use of comparable licenses and willingness/ability of licensors to enforce (p6,10).
FN 71 states that “Market-based evidence of prior licenses to the patent ‘may be the most effective
method of estimating the asserted patent’s value.’”
• Context: The debate between the “top down” (proportionate essentiality analysis) vs. “bottom up”
(comparable licenses) method of calculating F/RAND royalties has been ongoing for 10+ years.
Judge Birss in Unwired Planet argued for bottom up as the base and using top down for a “sanity
check” and Judge Selna in TCL argued for the opposite approach. The DoJ seems to favor Birss,
showing emerging trans-Atlantic convergence on the approach to F/RAND licensing.
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The Contents of the Avanci BRL (3/4)
• Royalty Base Up to Parties: No requirement for end-device or component level licensing; up to the
parties’ commercial interests: “It will be up to individual licensors to decide whether they will bilaterally
license automotive manufacturers or component suppliers outside the Platform.” (p17)
• Context: Implementers argued strongly for the smallest saleable patent practicing unit (SSPPU)
doctrine for 10+ years despite pushback from the courts. The BRL Relegates SSPPU to the
footnotes (129 and 136) and cites well respected critics of the doctrine in the SEP context.
• Field of Use: BRl acknowledged limiting a pool license’s field of use is not uncommon, and has been
cleared by prior BRLs (that similarly considered efficiencies), e.g. the 3G BRL
• Context: Europe’s DG COMP and the Japan FTC similarly cleared the 3G Pool with its end
device field of use – see COMP Letter and JFTC Letter. U.S.,DoJ & FTC Antitrust Guidelines for
the Licensing of Intellectual Property (4.1.2) permit a non-exclusive IP license that does not
contain any restraints on the competitive conduct of the licensor or the licensee generally does
not present antitrust concerns, even if the parties to the license are in a horizontal relationship
• Clarifying the Record: The BRL makes it clear that its position has strong precedential justification
going back to at least 20 years and cites the 3GPP BRL (pages 17, 19-20) that has been cleared by
the DOJ in the 1990s. Moreover, the BRL notes the many procompetitive benefits of end device
license (page 20). That data also demonstrates the consistency of the current Antitrust Division’s
jurisprudence with decades of Antitrust Division jurisprudence.
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The Contents of the Avanci BRL (4/4)
• “Have Made” Rights: The BRL addresses a major talking point of SSPPU advocates that claim
component manufacturers are petrified of SEP licensors, noting that “’Have Made’ rights give
component suppliers freedom to supply a licensee” (page 19). Noting, as well (FN131) that “Even
without explicit ‘have made’ clauses, courts are unlikely to allow an injunction against upstream
component makers supplying licensed entities.”
• Patent Exhaustion is Real: The BRL (FN136), citing several economists notes that “patent holders
cannot “extract ‘the value’ of being able to use its patented technology at multiple different levels in
the value chain” due to patent exhaustion, and thus, the “second-best approach (in terms of capturing
a significant fraction of the overall value of being able to use its technology for the patent holder) is to
look as far ‘down’ the value chain as possible” (citations omitted).
• Context: The question of patent exhaustion as it relates to components and global portfolios
level has been around for a while and its implication for SEPs was noted in the FTC v.
Qualcomm (p14) where the court of appeals in August 2020 overturned a decision that would
have required exhaustion at the component level.
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Final Report of the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (1/2)
⚫

⚫

Commission chaired by Eric Schmidt (former CEO of Google), with commissioners
comprising senior executives from Oracle, Microsoft, Amazon, Google, academia and
government, was charged to investigate the US’ national security preparedness with
respect to AI. Report concludes that the US is unprepared, and China is a major risk.
Chapter 12, focusing on IP, on laments how weak IP protection has hindered the
development of AI; specifically, the courts’ limited protections available for computer
implemented IP and how China has increased the quality of its IP ecosystem.
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Final Report of the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (2/2)
• The report identifies six IP issues hindering US innovation in AI:
1. US courts have hampered the protections for software arts;
2. China has a policy goal of increasing the quality of its IP and not just its quantity;
3. China’s vast volume of IP creates prior art concerns for US patentees;
4. Chinese companies over declaring patents as essential;
5. the lack of US policies or protection for data and data ownership;
6. China views IP as essential to economic development and continues to engage IP theft through
hacking and the like.
Interesting that an AI report focuses on the supposed over-declaration by Huawei and ZTE of SEPs
as a factor in the US being behind in AI development – seems to be part of a US trend to “copy”
China and make SEP licensing a matter of National Security.
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Final Observations
•

The DoJ seems more interested in letting licensors and licensees determine the best terms for licensing and
less interested in SDOs forcing specific positions

•

The DoJ has renewed concerns about SDO governance and threatened civil/criminal investigations.

•

Many of the big questions about SEP licensing have remained the same since 2006 including: global vs. per
patent licensing; what law governs; top-down/bottom-up royalties; end device or component
licensing/exhaustion; patent counting/over-declaration/late declaration; good faith negotiation; allowable
remedies; when can a party sue / who is an unwilling licensee or licensor.

•

Recently senior courts and regulators have been giving detailed answers on these topics, including Huawei v.
ZTE (ECJ); Unwired Planet (UK); Sisvel v. Haier (DE).

•

In 2020 the US started also addressing these questions (e.g., 2020 IEEE and Avanci BRLs and the FTC v.
Qualcomm appellate decision) and the US and EC positions seem to be converging on many areas including
component level licensing and comparable licenses/bottom-up royalty.

•

Based on current trends and the positions of most large SEP holders early stage 5G (rev. 15) licensing will
follow similar arguments as prior SEP licensing; for later stages (rev. 16+) it is anyone’s guess.
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About Us: David L Cohen
• David L. Cohen was admitted to the bar in New York State in 1999 and later in New Jersey, Washington, DC and
before the USPTO. David’s hand-on experience includes strategic litigation planning; global project
management; patent monetization; FRAND licensing; building and managing legal and IP teams; patent licensing
and negotiations; global anti-trust; strategic IP portfolio development and acquisition; IP strategy and opinion
work; patent and trade secret assessments; and IT needs, strategy, & design.
• David L. Cohen, P.C. offers legal representation in all the above by David and/or his of-counsel collaborators, as
required. David L. Cohen, P.C.’s sister company, Kidon IP Corporation, is a vehicle both for IP deal-making
(including sales and brokering) and to allow David L. Cohen, P.C., when providing legal advice, to tap into the
deep business and technical experiences of David’s many non-lawyer collaborators.
• Prior to founding David L. Cohen, P.C. and Kidon IP Corporation, David was the Chief Legal and IP Officer of
Vringo Inc. where he created a world class in-house team that spearheaded an effective global monetization
program and brought in over 40MUSD in licensing revenue while pioneering numerous cutting edge, global
monetization, enforcement and structured innovation techniques.+
• Prior to FORM, David was senior in-house counsel at Nokia Corporation, where he participated in or managed
projects that generated over 1BUSD in revenue.+ David worked at the law firms of Lerner David and Skadden
Arps before joining Nokia. David also clerked for Chief Judge Carman of the Court of International Trade.
• David has a BA and M. Phil in the History and Philosophy of Science, an MA in History and an MA in Legal and
Political Theory. He received his juris doctorate from Northwestern University School of Law in 1998, cum laude,
where he was on law review. David has multiple publications to his credit and is a frequent speaker at
conferences.
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